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Some babies are born big.
Some babies are born small.
Some babies are born with special needs,
And some with none at all.
Some babies may need help to breathe
When they're born too early.
Others give an immediate cry
That is big and burly.
Some babies learn to say, "hello!"
Or even learn to sign.
Others don't talk at all,
Which is also fine.
Some babies grow up into kids:
We don’t have to say “Goodbye.”
Others will watch over us,
And are born with wings to fly.
As a family who has been through a loss, we created **Special Delivery** with our deepest sympathies for other families who have experienced at-risk pregnancies and births. We hope that this book will help parents explain their special pregnancy to their other young children. The back cover offers a personal memorial: a self-standing picture frame in which a photo of your journey may be inserted. Learn more about the Special Delivery project and access free copies of this book at [www.SpecialDeliveryBook.org](http://www.SpecialDeliveryBook.org).  

**AGES 2-6**